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INTRODUCTION 
This work is concerned with unique continuation results for some 
evolution equations, essentially of parabolic type. To be more precise, let L 
be an evolution operator acting on functions defined on some connected 
open set B of R”+’ = R; x R,. L is said to have the unique continuation 
property if every solution u of Lu = 0 which vanishes one some nonempty 
open set U.I of fl vanishes in the horizontal component of o in 0, i.e., in 
{(x, t) E 0; 3X,) (X,) t) E co}. 
The first general result of this type was established by Mizohata [6] in 
the case where L is a second order parabolic operator with smooth coef- 
ficients. However, Mizohata’s proof is somewhat delicate (it is based in 
particular on an extended class of Calderon-Zygmund operators), and 
does not lead obviously to a weakening of the smoothness of the coef- 
ficients. On the other hand, it is important for the applications to deal with 
nonsmooth coefficients since L is often obtained as the linearization of 
some nonlinear operator at a (nonnecessarily smooth) solution. We refer to 
Lions [4], and Kernevez and Lions [3], for applications to control theory 
and to [ 1 l] for applications to transversality techniques. Let us now 
describe the content of this work. In the first section we prove a unique 
continuation theorem when L is a second order parabolic equation. Our 
proof is simple and based on the derivation of a Carleman estimate which 
is reminiscent of the classical Carleman estimates for second order elliptic 
operators (see [ 121). This Carleman inequality allows the weakening of the 
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smoothness assumptions on L. In particular the term of order 0 may be not 
locally bounded in x. 
These results are briefly extended in the second section to some mixed 
parabolic-elliptic systems. 
The third section is devoted to the unique continuation property for 
parabolic equations with d” as the principal part. Since the polyharmonic 
operator has constant coefficients the Carleman estimate is obtained via 
Treves inequality. Interpolation arguments and the Sobolev imbedding 
theorem lead to an Lp (p > 2) Carleman estimate an therefore to a unique 
continuation theorem for operators where some coefficients in the lower 
part may be unbounded in x. 
In the last section similar results are obtained for a general class of dis- 
persive-dissipative quations including the KdV equation and various 
generalizations. Part of results of the present paper were announced in the 
note [lo]. 
1. THE CASE OF SECOND ORDER PARABOLIC OPERATORS 
In this section, 0 will denote a connected open set in R” x R, with 
generic point (x, t). We shall set x = (x’, x,,), with x’= (x ,,..., x,~ ,) and 
t = (t’, t,?), 5’ = (5, ,..., 5, ~ , ) the corresponding Fourier variable. 
As usual we shall denote 
D& 1 Sjsn, Dt=;;, i=&i, 
I 
D = (0, >..., D,,), and D’ = (0, ,..., D,, ,). 
We consider now a parabolic operator of the type 
Lu-iD,u+P(x,t,D)u (1.1) 
where 
P(x, t, D) = f aik(x,t)D,Dku+i i bj(x,t)Dju+c(x,t)u. 
J,k = I j=l 
We shall denote 
P,(x, t,D)= i ajk (4 t) DjDk 
j,k = I 
(1.2) 
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and assume that the coefficients u,~ are real, C’ (in x and t) and that they 
satisfy the ellipticity conditions: 
where CI(X, t)>O and I<I’=~;=r $?. 
The precise smoothness assumptions on the (real) coefficients b, and c 
will be stated in Theorem 1.1 below. 
Following Nirenberg [7], we shall call the horizontal component of an 
open set Lo, contained in 0 the union of all open segments t = constant in 0 
which contain a point of 0,. 
1.1. The Main Result 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 52 be a connected open set in 17%” and 
Q=S2x]-T, T[, 0< Ts +co. We suppose 
ujk E C’(Q), 1 Sj,ksn 
bj ELZ(Q), 1 Sjsn, and CEL~(-T, T; L;,,(R)). 
Let u E L2 ( - T, T; H&,(52)) be a solution of Lu = 0, which vanishes in some 
open set 0, c Q. Then u vanishes in the horizontal component of 0,. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, we assume 
moreover that u E L2( - T, T, H’(Q) n HA(D)). Then if u vanishes in some 
open set 0, c Q, it vanishes identically in Q. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. It suffices to use Theorem 1.1, the standard uni- 
queness of the Cauchy problem for parabolic equations and the backward 
uniqueness theorem of Bardos and Tartar [l] (when applied to the present 
situation, the hypothesis B(t) E L2( - T, T; 3( V, H)) of Theorem II.1 in 
[l] yields b, E L2( - T, c L”(Q)), i g;jg n, c E L2( - T, T; L”(Q))). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a Carleman inequality that we shall 
derive now. 
1.2. A Carleman Inequality 
In the following theorem we shall assume that 0 contains 0. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let a E C’(8; [w), a&O; and let R,(x, t, D’) be a second 
order elliptic operator in xl, having C’ coefficients. 
Then there exist constants 6, > 0, K> 0, A4 > 0 such that for 0 < 6 < 6,,, 
zh>M: 
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5 liaD,u+Diu+R,(x, t,D’)u12exp(2tcp)dxdt c 
2 K ID’u12 exp(2zcp) dx dt +z 1 lD,,u12 exp(2zcp) dx dt 
e 
+ T3d2 s Iu12 exp(2zcp) dx dt o 
for every u E CF (0) with sufficiently small support, and where cp is defined 
by 
q(x, t) = (x, - 6)2 + P( lx’12 + t2). (1.5) 
Before proving Theorem 1.2, let us state without proof an elementary 
lemma which will be of frequent use in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let P, Q be two differential operators in x, t of order $2, 
having C’ complex coefficients. Then, 
21m Pv@dxdt 
s c 
= -Imj [P,Q]vi?dxdt+Imj Pv(Q-Q*)vdxdt 
c c 
+Im (P-P*)vQvdxdt, s 
- 
vu E cc (B), (1.6) 
c 
where [P, Q] = PQ - QP and P*, Q* denote the adjoints (in the distribution 
sense) of P and Q. m 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. It suffices to consider the case where R, 
is formally self-adjoint. We set v = u exp(rcp) and M= 
Df + R,(x, t, D’) + ia(x, t) D,. 
Then 
(exp(v) Mew-w)) v 
For r2 denoting the principal symbol of R,, let R, and R, be the operators 
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of symbol {r2, cp} =r, and ro= ({Ye, cp), r) = (r,, q) =rz(.y, t, c:‘cp/d.u’), 
respectively (as usual, the Poisson bracket {j; g} is defined by 
Thus we have the estimate 
= 
s 
I(exp(Tq) Mexp(-rep)) ul*dxdz p 
> = jl D2v+2ir*D v--T* acp * n v+R,v+iz R,v (’ ax, n I I dx, 
-gR,v+ia(x,t)D,v ‘dxdt=J. (1.7) 
But 
+ jl C’ 2ir 2 D,zv + itR, v + ia(x, t) D,v ’ dx dt ?I 
+21m j,(,,,-,2~~~2v+R2v-~Rov) 
acp 2Tz D,v+TR,v+aD,v 
n 
rJ1+J2+J3. (1.8) 
Let us treat first the term J3. 
+2Im (D:+R,)vaD,vdxdt s C 
(1.9) 
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In the sequel we assume that Supp u (hence Supp u) is contained in the 
strip 0 < x, 5 6 5 &. 
We note now that, due to the definition of q, we have 
acp 
1 I - =0(d) ax, r1 = (r,(x, 4 t7, q} =O(Ol5’1 
= O(64). (1 10) 
We successively examinate the terms K1, K,, K3 in (1.9). 
Lower bound on K,. Since R, is self-adjoint, so is 
Df - r* 1 &p/ax, I* - (z*/2) RO + R2. On the other hand, 
2rzD,+~R, 2t*D +TR ax, n 1 > 
= iT ct(x, t), 
n 
where a is real and continuous. 
Using Lemma 1.4 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain 
where C is a constant which does not depend on r, 6. 
Thus, we only have to estimate the first integral in (1.1 1 ), i.e., to look at 
the commutator 
[D:-r2~~~*-~RO+R2,2~~D~+rRI]~~A. (1.12) 
The associate principal symbol is 
505/66/l -9 
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+~~3~~-f~3{r~,r,}-t2*~~+~~{r2,rli 
n n n ” 
(here we used the fact that ro, r, , r2 do not depend on t,,). Collecting the 
leading terms in 6, we obtain 
+f0(6’)T3-f-$+:@66)T3. 
n 2 
(1.13) 
Finally we get with (1.13), the following identity: 
=Rej S(r)oiTdxdt+0(62)TRej ID’1 D,uiidxdt 
f C” 
+(O(~3)+O(~6))~3j la12dxdt+Rej Z(t)vfidxdt, (1.14) 
c C’ 
where 
and Z(T) is a differential operator in g of order 5 2 satisfying 
Re 
s 
Z(T) uVdxdt2 -C 
(” 
j ID’uI’dxdt-Cs’j lv12dxdt (1.15) 
@ 0 
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(more precisely, C(r) = A -@(l/i) B). Here and in the sequel, C will 
denote various positive constants independent of z and 6. From (1.1 l), 
(1.14) we easily deduce the following lower bound on K,: 
- CT2 j 
F 
lul*dxdt-530(62)j Izqdxdt 
0 
-CT j ID,o12dxdt-C j ID’vl*dxdt-C’z6 j ID’ul*dxdt. (1.16) 
C’ c e 
Lower bound on K2: We recall that 
K2=21m (D~+R,)vaD,vdxdt. 
s b 
Integrating once in x, and using Lemma 1.4, one obtains 
K2=21m D,,vlapl&aD,vdxdt-j 
s 0 i n 
c$~D,v~2dxdt 
-ImJ, [R,,aD,]vCdxdt-Rej 
Cl 
R,vEvdxdt 
=2Im D,v~apl~aD,vdxdt-j 
s C’ i n 
$D,vl’dxdt 
I 
1 a& - 
+Im 7 adrvvdxdt-Im 
I 
.! [R,, a] D,vV dx dt 
(0 1 cs i 
-Re R vgvdxdt 
* at 
(the notation aR,/dt is clear). 
Finally, one has 
K2=21m D,,v~apl~aD,vdxdt-j 
s C’ i n 
.; ID,vl*dxdt 
+Im s 
1 aR2 - 
- a - vu dx dt cal at 
-1m s 
1 
TaDtv.a-’ 
(0 1 
[R,,a]*vdxdt-RejOR2v$vdxdt. (1.17) 
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We eliminate in (1.17) aD,o in function of No = der 
2z(~cp/~x,)D,u+zR,o+aD,u (note that SC INoI’dxdt=J,). Con- 
sequently 
K,=2Im acp NV-2r-DD,u-zR,u 
ax, 
dxdt 
-1m No-2r$D,v-rR,v ac’[R,, a]* vdxdt 
n 
+Im R v%dxdt. 2 at 
Since R, is independent of D, and has C’ coefficients, one obtains: 
K2L21m 
s (’ 
Nu-Zr$-R,u 
” 
-Im NV-2rgD,v-rR,v ap’[R,,a]*vdxdt 
n 
-Cj (ID’v12+ID,v12)dxdt. 
Cl 
(1.18) 
We now use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the continuity of the tangen- 
tial, first order operators R, , [R,, a] * and ( 1.10) to get 
K2Z -;I, INvI’dxdt- 
( 
C+CrO@)+; 
> 
I ID,u12dxdt 
(0 
-(C+CTO@~)+CTO(~~))~- jD’v12dxdt. 
d 
(1.19) 
Lower bound on K,. We recall that 
K,=21m~~(-~2~$-~2-~R0)v~dxdt. 
Using again Lemma 1.4, one get easily 
K, 2 -Cr2 s 
Iv1*dxdt. 
c 
(1.20) 
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Finally, by (1.16), (1.19), (1.20) and remembering that J=J,+J,+J,, 
J3 = K, + K, + K3, we obtain 
J4 ID+’ ~~~2+R2v-fR,v~2dxdt 
D,v+tR,v+aD,v ‘dxdt 
+Rej S(~)vUdxdf+0(6*)sRej ID’1 D,vVdxdr 
0 0 
ID,v/2dxdc-(CrO(62)+C)j ID’vj2dxdt 
0 
-(0(63)r3+Cr2)j” Iv12dxdt. (1.21) 
0 
Let us now take z > 2A > 0, A to be fixed later on. Then 
2$-C ID;v+R2v12dxdt-r3(0(64)+0(68))[ lvl’dxdt 
6 
(here we used (1.10)). 
We can therefore rewrite ( 1.21) as: 
Jz+Jo ID~v+R,o(*dxdr+Re~ S(r)Sdxdt 
0 
ID,vI*dxdt-(CO(6*)+C)j ID’vl’dxdt 
6 
-(0(h3)r3+c3’)jo Ivl’dxdt. (1.22) 
But by (1.14) and the self-adjointness of D, + R,, one has 
A 
; ~o~D~v+R2v12dxdr+Re~ S(T)vOdxdr 
0 
=Re $<~+r212+2r~ 
n 
8% +42- 5;+423- - ax; a24’ acp 2 vodx dt. I I> axi ax, (1.23) 
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We are therefore reduced to examine the positivity of the homogeneous 
third order symbol (in 4’, t,,, r) which appears under the integral of the 
right-hand side of (1.23), i.e., 
where 1 dq/ax,, 1 = O(6), &p/ax, 2 - 26. 
Since r2(x, t, l’) is a second order, homogeneous symbol in t’, and since 
&p/iYx~ = 2, it suffices to look at 
(1.24) 
The symbol between the brackets in (1.24) is homogeneous, of second 
order, in &t’, E,, 76. On the other hand, since rf + r2 is an elliptic sym- 
bol, for A large enough, there exists a constant K, such that the expression 
(1.24) is greater or equal than 7& on 13 <‘I* + lf, + (78)’ = 1. 
By homogeneity, (1.24) is greater or equal to 
&7(l$1”12 + t; + (7SJ2). 
(Let us note that if r2 + <i is no more elliptic but pseudoconvex with 
respect to x,, this lower bound is still valid.) 
Finally, we obtain 
ID’vI*dxdt+r/ ID,oI*dxdt+r3B2J Iu12dxdt 
C c 
(1.25) 
where R(7, u) can be controlled by the ( . . . } term in (1.25). 
We report (1.25) in (1.22), taking 6 < 6,, 6, small enough; then 7 > IL;/& 
Kb large enough (this yields 7 > Kb/6, = der z,), to obtain 
ID’vI’dxdt+rJ lD,,v12dxdt+t362~ IoI*dxdt . (1.26) 
c C 
The inequality (1.4) and Theorem 1.2 result from (1.26). i 
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1.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
It consists in several reductions in order to apply Theorem 1.2. These 
reductions are technical and in a large extent classical, but for the reader’s 
convenience we want to describe the more important ones. 
(i) The unique continuation property of Theorem 1.1 is a local one. It 
results from the uniqueness property of the Cauchy problem across a non- 
characteristic hypersurface cp = 0; this is pretty well known (cf., for 
instance, [ 7, Theorem 91). 
After eventually performing a permutation of the coordinates axis and a 
translation, we can suppose that the noncharacteristic hypersurface 
~(x, t) = 0 satisfies ~(0, 0) = 0 and (@/8x,)(0,0) # 0. The equation 
go(x, t) = 0 can therefore locally be written as x, = $(x’, t). Moreover, by 
the change of variable (x’, x,, t) --, (x’, x, - Ii/(x’, t), t) (which does not 
modify the parabolic character of L), one can suppose that $ E 0. 
We are then reduced to prove the uniqueness in the Cauchy problem for 
a t-parabolic, second order operator, across the hyperplane x, = 0 and in a 
neighborhood of the origin. This hyperplane is (classically) convexified by 
the Holmgren transform: 
(x’, x,, t) + (x’, x, + t2 + )x’j2, t). 
This procedure changes the coefficients ajk of P2, but not the parabolic 
character of L, which is still of the form (1.1). 
(ii) By a standard change of variables, preserving the x, and t direc- 
tions, we eliminate the mixed derivatives D,D,, j= l,..., n - 1, in (1.2). 
To this purpose, we write 
P, = a,(x, t)(D, + A(x, t, D’))‘+ B(x, t, D’), 
where A and B are of respective order 1 and 2. Note that a,(~, t) # 0 in a 
neigborhood of 0 since the hyperplane x, = 0 is not characteristic. 
The equation 
g+iA(x, t, D’)e=o 
n 
has n - 1 independent solutions 6, ,..., 8, _ , which satisfy: 
ei(i, 0, 2) =x,, j= l,..., n - 1. 
Now, the change of variables (x, ,..., x,- , , x,, t) + (0, ,..., 8,-, , x,, t) has 
the required properties. 
Dividing by the coefficient of 02 (in the new variables), the operator L 
can finally be written as 
L = ia(x, t) D, + 0: + R(x, t, D’) + i Cgj(x, t) Dj + F(x, t) (1.27) 
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where a is C’, R is an operator of order 5 2, with C’ coefficients; the coef- 
ficients gj, c” obtained from b,, c in (1.1) satisfy the smoothness hypothesis 
of Theorem 1.1. 
(iii) We shall apply Theorem 1.2 to L defined by (1.27). More precisely, 
we shall prove the 
LEMMA 1.5. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 on the coefficients of L, 
there exist three positive contstants Sb, K, M’ such that for 0 < 6 < Sb and 
z6 > M’ the following estimate holds: 
s 
ILuI’exp(2zcp)dxdtLK z6 ID’uI’exp2ztpdxdt 
Q 1 j Q 
+TjQ ~D,u~2exp2rqdxdt+s3~2~Q lu[*exp2iqdxdt}, 
Vu E CF (Q) with sufficiently small support, Q = Sz x ] - T, T[, where L and 
cp are defined by (1.27), (1.5). 
Proof of Lemma 1.5. Let R,(x, t, D’) be the principal part of 
R(x, t, D’). The operator R, = def R(x, t, D’) - R, (x, t, D’) + i cj bj(x, t) 0, 
is of order 1, and has locally bounded coeffkients in Q. By Holder 
inequality and the Sobolev inbedding H’(Q) c L*“‘(“- ‘j(Q) (with the 
obvious change when n 5 2) we get 
5 IiuD,u+D~u+R,(x,t,D’)uI*exp2zqdxdt Q 
j4jQ ILu/‘exp2rrpdxdt+4jQ IR,u(*exp2z(pdxdt 
+ 4 jQ I cul * exp 2z(p dx dt 
545 
Q 
ILu12exp251pdxdt+K,j (ID’uI*+ID,uI*)exp2t(pdxdt 
Q 
+ .r2K2 I I u I 2 exp 22~ dx dt, (1.29) 
where K, , K, depend only on llcll L+ =, r; LO(nojJ. 
’ The proof is local and we can assume that Proj,(Supp U) c Sz,, 0, compact in 8. 
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Now, the left-hand side of (1.29) is greater than or equal to the right- 
hand side of (1.28), by (1.4) in Theorem 1.2 (for C < 6 < 6,,, r6 > M). We 
therefore get the conclusion of the lemma with d&=6, and 
Ad’ = Max(A4,2K,fK, 2&/K). 1 
Lemma 1.5 is used to establish the uniqueness in the Cauchy problem 
(around 0) for the operator L, across the parabola .P (image of x, = 0 by 
the Holmgren transform: 
9: x,=t2+ Ix’12). 
We briefly recall the (classical) argument for the sake of completeness. 
This will achieve the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
By hypothesis, Supp u is contained in the strip 0 <x,, 5 6 < 6,. For 
0 < x, < 6 < 2, it is easy to check that for 1 x I+ ( t 1 small enough one has 
{(x, t); x,2 t2 + lx’12} c {(x, t); (x,-6)2+62(t2+ lx12)S 62) 
= {(x, t); cp((x, t) 5 do, O,}, 
the only common point being (0,O). 
Let x E CF (0) such that x E 1 in a neighborhood V” of (0,O); let u = xu. 
Since Lu=O, one has in Y: ILu~~~K~(ID’u~*+ lD,u12+ [VI’) (all coef- 
ficients in L, except the 0th order one, are bounded). 
Therefore, since u E C; (Lo): 
I ILuj2exp2?(pdxdtsK, i (ID’v~~+ID,uI~+I~I~)~x~~ c; *- 
+.i 
1 Lu I 2 exp 2r(p dx dt. (1.30) 
O\V 
We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1.5, using (1.30) and (1.28) written 
for v to get 
1 Lo I ’ exp 2z(p dx dt. (1.31) 
Since Supp Lu c Supp V, there exists K > 0 such that 
O\v = ((x, t); cp(x, t) 5 ~(0, 0) -K= a2 - K}. (1.32) 
Let V’ c 0 be a neighborhood of (0,O) such that 
V’c (x, t);cp(x, t)>cp(o,o)-+2--5j. 
{ 
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Then, from (1.31)-( 1.33), one deduces 
or 
s ju12dxdt=O(zP3exp(-Kr)). 1’ 
2. SOME MIXED SYSTEMS OF ELLIPTIC-PARABOLIC TYPE 
The techniques of Section 1 can be easily used to deal with some mixed 
systems of elliptic-parabolic type. We shall restrict ourselves to the follow- 
ing system, motivated by the paper [ 111 on generic properties of periodic 
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. 
Let 0 be an open set in IX”+ ’ = II%” x R. We consider the system 
!3+Liu,+ i y a,(x, t)Z+ y b,(x, t) uj=o, 15isN 
(2.1) 
In c2.1), Lk? 1 5 k 5 N + 1, is a homogeneous, second order elliptic 
operator with C’ (in x and t) coefficients. 
The following result is the counterpart of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM2.1. Let G be an open set of [w” and Lo=Qx I-T, T[, T>O. 
Let us assume that 
aqk, OLjk E L”(o)f l<i<N, lsjsN+l, lskgn - - 
b,,BjEL”(FT, T;L&(Q)), IlilN, lsjsN+l. - - 
Let 24 = (u ,,..., uN+, )E {L2(-T, T;Hf,,(Q))}N+’ be a solution of (2.1) 
which vanishes on some open set w in 0. 
Then u vanishes on the horizontal component of CO in 0. 
Remark 2.2. For operators having bounded coefficients, Theorem 2.1 
was proved by Matsumoto [S] by extending the method of Mizohata. 
Remark 2.3. One has also the counterpart of Corollary 1.2: under the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, if Q is sufliciently smooth, let us suppose that 
zqa = (au/dv),, = 0 w h en 0 is a nonempty open set of Z = a52 x [ - T, T], 
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and v is the unit exterior normal to &2. Then u vanishes on the horizontal 
component of cr in 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1.1 
and will be omitted. The Carleman estimates for the principal part of 
systems (2.1) are obtained by using Theorem 1.2 for the parabolic 
equations, classical Carleman inequalities for the elliptic equation in uN+ , 
(cf. [2]) and adding. Then one absorbs the non principal terms as in the 
previous paragraph. 
Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.1 extends obviously to the case where (2.1) con- 
sists in j (1 Sj 5 N + 1) parabolic equations and in N + 1 -j elliptic 
equations. 
Remark 2.5. Using, for instance, the results of [9], the hypothesis on 
the last equation in (2.1) can be weaken to 
CI~+,.~EL~(-T, F,L:,“,(Q)), lskkn, and /IN+, EL”(-T, T;L$L3(Q)). 
3. SOME HIGHER ORDER PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
The study of unique continuation for parabolic operators of order > 2 is 
still largely open. We shall deal with the particular case of perturbations of 
the operator: 
L=~+(-l)“d”=iD,+,~,‘m, where m 2 2. (3.1) 
Our main tool will be the fundamental so-called T&es inequality [ 12, 
Theorem 2.4, p. 1581. We shall use it to prove the following Carleman 
estimate for L. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0 be an open set in IIY!: x iw, containing (0,O). There 
exist 6, > 0, K > 0, A4 > 0, such that for 0 < 6 < 6,, and zS > A4 one has 
K IiD,u+ID12”u12exp2z(pdxdt 
s G 
2~ i 1 IDjID12’“-“u12exp2z(pdxdt 
.j=I c 
+ 1 (d’)“- h2”’ - ’ ~ Im’ 
lX’52(rn- I) s 
1 D”u ( 2 exp 2z(p dx dt, 
c 
VUEC$(Co), (3.2) 
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and with 
rp(x, t) = (x, - 6)2 + S2( Ix’ I 2 + 2). (3.3) 
Proof One can use Treves inequality since L has constant coefficients. 
The symbol of L is iv + 15 12m and its derivative with respect to ci is 
2mtiltl 2(mP I), 1 sjs n. By T&es inequality, there exists K, > 0 such that 
K, IiD,u+ID12”U12exp(2zcp)dxdt I 0 
27 i 1 IDjID12(“-l)U(‘exp2z(pdxdt, VUE C,“(O) (3.4) 
j=1 p 
and where q is defined by (3.3). 
On the other hand, it is easily checked that for every o in C,“(O) one 
has 
I 1 Djw 1 2 exp(2rcp) dx dt 2 t6’ I w I2 exp(2rcp) dx dt. 0 s (3.5) (‘!
We get therefore with (3.4) and (3.5): 
K, IiD,~+ID~~“u~~exp(2zcp)dxdt 
i c 
27 i j IDiID12’“~“u12exp(2rcp)dxdr 
j=, C’ 
+(r~?)~j~ IID12’“-‘)~12exp(2zcp)dxdt, (3.6) 
and the proof of (3.2) is reduced to the proof of a Carleman inequality for 
IDI 2(m-‘) = (- l)“- ‘A”-‘. This result is a classical one (see, for instance, 
[ 131). One obtains, for 0 < 6 < &,, r8 > A4 > 0 and with the choice (3.3) of 
cr (with a possibly different constant K,): 
K2 ollDl s 2’“-1’u~2exp(2zcp)dxdz 
2 1 (2~2)(m-1)-‘cr122(m-1)~ial s 1 D%12 exp(2rcp) dx dt (3.7) 
111 5 2(m - I ) e 
for 24 ECz (6). 
The inequality (3.2) is obviously obtained from (3.6) and (3.7). 1 
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We now proceed .as in the first section (see also [7]) to derive the 
following unique continuation result for the perturbed operator: 
iD,+lD12”+R(x,t,D)=~+(-l)mdm+R(x,t,D)d~rL, (3.8) 
where R(x, t, D) = 1 Ial 5 (3m- I)/2 ra (4 t) D”. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let s2 be a connected open set in IF and 0 = 52 x ( - T, T), 
T > 0. Let the coefficients of R satisfy the following condition: 
where 
2n 
3m-1 
a*=--1, modd 
2 
3m- l-2(aI 
for lcllba, 3m-1 3 
a, =2--j, m even 
4% = + co otherwise. 
Let M E L2( - T, T, H::(Q)) be a solution of Lu = 0, which vanishes in 
some open set 0, c 0. Then u vanishes in the horizontal component of 0, in Co. 
COROLLARY 3.3. We now suppose that Q is sufficiently smooth. Under the 
same hypothesis on the coefficients of R, let u E Lffi( - T, T; H’“(Q)) be a 
solution of Lu = 0 such that the Cauchy data u, au/&,..., au2”- ‘/av2”- I2 
vanish on some nonempty set o of Z = dQ x [ - T, T]. Then u vanishes on the 
horizontal component of 0. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. It is sufficient to establish a Carleman inequality 
similar to (3.2), where in the left-hand side, the “principal part” 
i D,u + ) D I 2m u is replaced by the total operator Lu. This will be implied 
by an estimate of the type 
1 Sl rcr D”u I2 exp (2?(p) dx dt 5 C{ right-hand side of (3.2)}, C < 1 Ial 5 (3m - 1)/2 fi 
(3.9) 
for r sufficiently large and u E C; (0) with sufficiently small support. 
Let a be a multi-index such that jell sc1* and set s= (3m- 1)/2- Ial. By 
the Sobolev imbedding theorem, one has H”(Q)c L2y(Q) where 
q = n/(n + 1 + 2~ - 3m) (with the usual modification if s 1 n/2). 
z v denotes the unit exterior normal to ~3.0 
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Therefore. 
SCllr,(t)llt2p Il~“~ev(w)ll~~~ 
where l/p + l/q = 1. 
(3.10) 
Thus 2p = 2n/(3m - 1 - 21~1) if s < n/2. If s = n/2, one can choose any 
p> 1 and if s>n/2, one can takep= 1.) 
Let us suppose first that s is an integer, i.e., that m is odd. We have in 
this case: 
But the Leibniz formula and the hypothesis on cp yield: 
Dp(D”u exp(rcp)) = C r’-‘i”cY exp(rcp) Da+Yz4, 
111 I.5 
where c, E Cw(0), and finally 
II~“uev(~9)l12,v5C 
i 
II~“~ew(~9Hl~2+ 1 t2(s~‘Y’)I(Dr+V~exp(rcp)llZz , 
11’1 2.t I 
(3.11) 
where C’> 0 does not depend on 7. Consequently, 
s 1 r,D% 12exp(2t(p) dx dt 0 
(3.12) 
Apart from the term IID”~exp(rcp)]lt~, which is associated to 7 to the 0th 
power, we find that the power of 7 in (3.12) and (3.2) are the same. 
However, by taking Supp ZJ sufliciently small one can make 
llrz II L*(- T, T; L2p(ProjdSupp ~1) so small that the right-hand side of (3.12) will 
be, say, less that one-half the right-hand side of (3.2) and (3.9) is proved. 
In the case where m is even, s is no more an integer. An estimate similar 
to (3.12) can be obtained by interpolating the Carleman estimates for the 
nOrmS H’3” - 1)/l ~ l/2 and ff’3” - 1)/z + l/2, and using Sobolev inequalities. We 
refer to [9] for a related argument. 
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4. DISPERSIVE OPERATORS IN ONE SPACE DIMENSION 
We consider in this paragraph some dispersive operators in one space 
dimension of the type 
L= i D,+~r(i)*~+‘D~~+l +R(x, t, D), a#O, D=+-$ (4.1) 
where R(x, t, D) is a differential operator of order <= 2k. Such operators 
occur in particular in the study of dispersive waves (with eventually some 
dissipation); we refer, for instance, to [S]. 
We want to state a unique continuation result similar to Theorem 1.1. As 
usual, it will be a consequence of a Carleman inequality for the operator 
iD,+~r(i)~~+‘D*~+’ ==f L,. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 be an open set in R* = lR, x R, containing (0,O). 
There exist 6, > 0, K > 0, M> 0, such that, for 0 < 6 < 6, and 76 > M, the 
following estimates holds: 
>=r [ IDZkz.12exp2rqdxdt 
+T3(i-l)+l ID2’k 
I c’ 
Here cp(x, t)=(~--Cj8)~+6~ 
D2’k-j’f3u (* exp 2r(p dx dt 
“+*u12exp2tqdxdt Vu E C; (CO). (4.2) 
Proof: The symbol of LO is iv] + a(i)2k+ ‘gZk’ ‘; its derivative with 
respect o 5 is a( 2k + 1 )(i) 2k + ‘5”‘. By Treves inequality, there exists K, > 0 
such that 
s IiD,u+a(i)2k+‘D2k+1u12exp2r(pdxdt E’ 
2(2k+l)K,r[ IDZku12exp2z(pdxdt, VUEC~(O), (4.4) 
E’ 
and where cp is the same as in Theorem 4.1. 
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On the other hand, it is easily checked that there exists K, > 0 such that 
ID2uj2exp2z(pdxdtzK, IDuI’exp2tqdxdt 
+.t3 s c, Iu12exp2z(pdxdt (4.5) 
Taking successively M = DzkeJ u, 2 I j I2k - 2 in (4.5), one deduces with _ _ 
(4.4) that there exists K, > 0 such that 
I 1 D2k~ I* exp 2r(p dx dt 6 
k+l 
zK3 c T3(i-I)-2 
s 
ID2’kpi)+3u12exp2t(pdxdt 
i=2 C” 
+ 23(i- ‘) 
s 
1 D2(k-J)+2u I2 exp 2~41 dx dl 
f’ 
(4.6) 
Inequality (4.2) is now a consequence of (4.4)-(4.6). 1 
We now state our unique continuation theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 0 be the cylinder 52 x ] - T, T[, 52 open interval in [w. 
Let L be defined by (4.1) with R(x, t, D)=c& rj(x, t) D’. We assume: 
rj E L”( - T, T; L:,,(Q)). 
Let u E L2( - T, T; Z-If&+ ’ (52)) b e a solution of Lu = 0, which vanishes in 
some open set 0, c 0. Then u vanishes in the horizontal component of 0,. 
Remark. As was pointed out to us by Jerry Bona, Theorem 4.2 leads to 
an interesting consequence for the Kortewegde Vries equation 
(4.7) 
(and for its various generalizations, see [ 81). 
Let u E L”(0, T; H3(R)) be the solution of the Cauchy problem ((4.7) 
and u(x, 0) = u0 E H3(R)}; then, if u0 has compact support, supp(u( . , t)) is 
immediately spread out for t 10. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, it is sufficient to 
establish a Carleman inequality similar to (4.21, where in the left-hand side, 
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the principal part iD,u + c(( i)2k + ‘DZk+ ‘U is replaced by Lu. This will be 
implied by an estimate of the type 
,gkb ” r D’u 2 exp 2zq dx dt 5 C(right-hand side of (4.2)) (where C < 1). 
(4.8) 
for T sufficiently large and u E C$ (0) with sufficiently small support. This is 
easily done, assuming rj E L”( - T, T; Lf,,(Q)); one just follows the method 
of the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.3, using the imbedding 
H’(Q) c L”(Q) for IE N*. 
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